
ENGL 497: SPECIAL TOPICS IN WRITING: BOOKISH BEASTS 
 
This is the course where writing gets into a big party with visual art, conceptual 
art, graphic design, handmade books, posters, and maybe even a walk in the 
country. We will practice techniques of textual collage and cut-up; erasure; visual 
and concrete poetry; abecedarian, mesostic, lipogram and other “constrained” 
forms; the making of alternative narrative itineraries by visual means; and the 
production of simple hand-made books. You will write poems and very prose, 
create small books and outdoor texts. Some projects can only be completed as 
poems; others can be completed as poems or as short fiction or 
nonfiction/memoir. Some may require collaboration with classmates. Reading will 
include many model texts (and objects) and some secondary reading on the 
history and theory of what we are practicing. Class time will include workshop 
critique, writing exercises, techniques for making simple books, and discussion of 
our reading. (Please note that though you may use your computers & printers to 
create or print your poems, or components of your poems, this is not a course in 
computer graphics, hypertext, flash, or other electronic formats for textual art.) 
Some of your projects will be conventional in the sense that they will consist of 
words printed on paper; others will be handmade and non-reproducible. Bring a 
sense of adventure and a love of words—including the sound, the look, and the 
history of words. Those with skills in bookmaking, printing, graphic design or 
visual arts will find good use for them, but such skills are not required. Grades 
based on the depth of your engagement with new forms and new ideas of what 
“poetry,” “writing,” “narrative,” and “art” might be—via weekly writing and class 
discussion; written reflections on creative process; and a couple of larger or more 
complex original projects at semester’s end. Application to this class is required 
by the university catalog. Send an e-mail listing your creative writing courses or 
other relevant background, plus a single attachment containing five poems or a 
story to stichy@gmu.edu. Questions about the course also welcome. You can 
see a few books made by past students in the big red cabinet outside the English 
Department, 4th floor of Robinson A, and at 
http://bookbeastsgallery.pbworks.com/FrontPage. 
 
 



  
 
Keith A. Smith: Text in the Book Format, 3rd expanded edition 
Keith Smith Books, 2004 
         ISBN-10: 0974076414 
         ISBN-13: 978-0974076416 
Amazon $25 / used from $14 / or order from the author-publisher 
 
Jill Magi: Threads 
Futurepoem, 2007 
         ISBN-10: 0971680078 
         ISBN-13: 978-0971680074 
$15.00 Amazon / used from $11.00 
  
M. Nourbese Philip 
Zong! 
Wesleyan University Press, 2011  
     ISBN-10: 0819571695 
     ISBN-13: 978-0819571694 
Amazon $17.95 / used from $11.66 
  
Ann Carson 
Nox 
New Directions 
     ISBN-10: 0811218708 
     ISBN-13: 978-0811218702 
Amazon $23.10 / used about the same 
 
Alisa Golden: Making Handmade Books: 100+ Bindings 
Lark Crafts, 2011 
 ISBN-101600595871 
 ISBN-13: 978-1600595875 
    $12.44 Amazon / used from $10.00 
  



 
Tues & Thurs 1:30-2:45  / Nguyen Engineering Building, Room 1108 

 
497 Requirements   /  497 Books and Tools  /  Workshop 1  /  497 Reading Discussion Notes

 
Using the Wiki  /  Using the classroom computer  /  497 Updates

 

i. Schedule
a. Wk 1: Jan 22 & 24: Introduction, & we'll make a book
b. Wk 2: Jan 29 & 31: Erasure   
c. Wk 3: Feb 5 & 7: Visual Text (I), make a pop-up book
d. Wk 4: Feb 12 & 14: Visual Text (II)
e. Wk 5: Feb 19 & 21:Threads, & a visit to Special Collections
f. Wk 6: Feb 26 & 28: Visual & Concrete Poetry
g. Wk 7: March 5 & 7: Altered books, visit book artist Helen Frederick
h. Wk 8: Spring Break: No class!
i. Wk 9: March 19 & 21: Nox
j. Wk 10: March 26 & 28: Mesostic & Acrostic
k. Wk 11: Apr 2 & 4: Zong! 
l. Wk 12: Apr 9 & 11: Outdoor & site-specific poems/texts

m. Wk 13: Apr 16 & 18: Constrained & Procedural Writing
n. Wk14: Apr 23 & 25: All Workshop All the Time
o. Wk15: Apr 30 & May 2: All workshop
p. Due date for uploadable portfolio & all projects: TBA
q. Exam Date (May 14) Portfolio artist statement due 

ii. Guidelines for Reflections

Schedule
 

Wk 1: Jan 22 & 24: Introduction, & we'll make a book
 
Tues: Introduction to the course & we'll talk about circle poems.

Many circle poems offer more than one place you can enter the text; in the best of this type, the image or meaning changes when you
start reading at a different point. You can think of such a poem as having more than one itinerary for a reader to follow or create.
Read: Alec Finlay: circle poems (PDF coming soon) from Practice
 Susan Tichy stcirclepoems.pdf  ST after Wang Wei.pdf 

 
By 8 a.m. Thursday: Create a wiki page with which to introduce yourself

Click on Pages & Files, find your folder at left and open it
Click on New & choose Page (You can also create a page using the link that appears on every wiki page (in View mode only) &
choose what folder to put it in.
 Name the page with your first & last names, followed by "Intro". Do not leave out either element and do not reverse them.

 For example: Meryl Streep Intro 
Type on the page whatever you want us to know about you--your writing background, why you took the course, what you're
most excited about doing this semester, maybe also what scares you about his course. Tell us some of your favorite authors,
including poets, and one thing about yourself that we would never think to ask.
 Format the page in any way that pleases you. Get some practice using the features. Upload a photo or other image, if you want
to.
If you paste text onto the page from another source, be sure to practice safe pasting. 
On Workshop 1 create a link to your page. 

Click the Edit tab at the top of the page.
Place the cursor where you want the link to appear.
Find your page in the sidebar and click on it.

https://bookbeasts.pbworks.com/w/page/62640076/Workshop%201
https://bookbeasts.pbworks.com/Using-the-classroom-computer
https://bookbeasts.pbworks.com/497-Updates
https://bookbeasts.pbworks.com/Using-the-Wiki


Save the page.
 
Thurs: 

Read: Explore the course wiki. On Thursday before class, go to Workshop 1 & read your colleagues' introductions.
Write: Circle poems (Assignment #1)
In class: Share your circle poems in small groups; make an X-Book (Golden p32); introduce Erasure 

Bring to class: several sheets of plain paper, scissors, glue stick, and pens or markers. Bring stamps & ink pads, too, if you've got 'em
and want to use 'em. And a couple of paragraphs of nonfiction, nonliterary text to be cut up (may include images but should be
primarily text). Bring two HARD COPIES of the same paragraph, or two paragraphs from the same source. A page from a magazine,
cut in half, for example, is fine.

 

Wk 2: Jan 29 & 31: Erasure   
 
Tues:

Read: Excerpts from foundational and contemporary erasure texts. Details on 497 Wk 2 Erasure 
Write: use this web page http://www.wavepoetry.com/erasures/ to create an erasure poem or very short narrative. If you save your poem
on the Wave Books site, you don't have to make paper copies for your classmates. We will look at as many of your erasures as
possible. (Assignment #2)
In Class: Look at Tree of Codes. Discuss erasure texts & erasure as a practice / Group 1 prepares

 
Thurs:

Read: revisit erasure texts that interest you, start reading Smith for next week (it's your longest reading assignment this semester). 
Write: an erasure poem or narrative using a base text of your choice and incorporating visual elements. Bring the original to class. If you
can, scan or photograph it and post it to the wiki, with a link on Workshop 1. (Assignment #3)
Write: 1-page reflection on creating your erasure text (see directions at the bottom of this page)
Also due today: a hidden book or concertina (a.k.a. accordian) book (Assignment #4)
In class: Share your small books. Workshop erasures by Group 2

 

Wk 3: Feb 5 & 7: Visual Text (I), make a pop-up book
 
Tues:

Read: Smith: Text in the Book Format pp 1-111 + other (shorter) texts. Details on 497 Wk 3 Visual Text - Book Format I  
Write: Nothing due today
In class: Discuss Smith & Drucker /Group 2 prepares.

 
Thurs:

Read/write: Nothing new due today. Keep reading Smith, for next week.
In class: Workshop erasure poems for Group 3, make a Pop-Up Book (Golden p122), or Simple Accordian with Tunnel Book (Golden
p37) (Assignment #5)

Bring paper, cutting mat, artist knife, ruler, and stuff you might want to cut up or paste in.
 

Wk 4: Feb 12 & 14: Visual Text (II)
 
Tues: 

Read: Smith: Text in the Book Format pp 113-175 & shorter readings. Details on 497 Wk 4 Visual Text - Book Format II
Write: nothing due today
In class: Discuss Smith & other reading/ Group 3 prepares; presentation of a narrative poster

 
Thurs:

Read: nothing new for today
Write: a small book or visual text, using methods of composition you have learned from Smith, Drucker, and Thirlwell. If your poem or
text is uploadable: upload the file, then post a link on Workshop 1 . (Assignment #6)
Write: 1-page reflection on creating this work



In class: Have a gander at the Slot & Tab Book (Golden p55). Workshop visual texts/books, Group 1
 

Wk 5: Feb 19 & 21:Threads, & a visit to Special Collections
 
Tues: 
     Read: Jill Magi's Threads. Info on both writer and book on Jill Magi's Threads
     Write: nothing due today
     In class: Discuss Threads & consider the possibilities of artist book or altered book as memoir

/ Group 1 prepares; slideshow of altered books
  
Thurs:

At 4:30, come to Special Collections, Fenwick Library, 2nd Floor, to see selections from the Artist Book collection. Bring your
camera and something portable to take notes with. You'll be leaving your bags in the office outside the reading room.

       

Wk 6: Feb 26 & 28: Visual & Concrete Poetry
 
Tues:

Read: Intro to the forms and historical development of visual poetries. Details on 497 Wk 6 Visual Poetry I
Write: Nothing due today 
In class: Discuss visual poems & theories of visual writing / Group 2 prepares
Pass out Dover books. 

 
Thurs: 

Read: Keep exploring visual poems from Tuesday's reading
Write: A concrete poem. If your poem or text is uploadable: upload the file, then post a link on Workshop 1  (Assignment #7)
Write: 1-page reflection on reading & creating visual poetry
In class: Workshop concrete poems, Group 3

 

Wk 7: March 5 & 7: Altered books, visit book artist Helen Frederick
 
Tues: 

Read: nothing new for today. Start reading Nox--it's fabulous but it's long.
Write: Altered Dover book due today (Assignment #8)
In class: Share altered books. 
Select & check out small artist books for analysis due after Spring Break. Alternative assignment: make an appointment to return to Special
Collections to analyze one of the books we saw there.

 
Thurs: 

I will be out of town for the AWP conference. You will visit Helen Frederick's print studio for a chance to see work by her book arts
students, and (we hope!) some of them will be there to meet you, as well. Bring your altered book or a book you have made to share with
them.

Place: Art & Design Building, First Floor, Room 1009. From the lobby, two hallways lead off to the right. You want the second one.
 

 

Wk 8: Spring Break: No class!
 

Wk 9: March 19 & 21: Nox
 
Tues: 

Read: Nox. Info on both writer & book on Carson's Nox
Write: 2-page analysis of the artist book you took home on March 5 (or a book from Special Collections). Upload to your folder. Photos

https://bookbeasts.pbworks.com/w/page/62714386/Carson's%20Nox


welcome.
In class: Discuss Nox / Group 3 prepares

Thurs:
Read: Nothing new for today
Write: A major visual text/poem/or book project due today, using any of the forms & ideas we have learned so far.  If your poem or text is
uploadable: upload the file, then post a link on Workshop 1 (Assignment #9)
Write: A 2-page reflection on creating this work. Discuss your piece in relationship to one or more of our readings. 
In class: Workshop major projects, Group 2

 

Wk 10: March 26 & 28: Mesostic & Acrostic
 
Tues: 

Read: John Cage, Alec Finlay + samples from Anna Rabinowitz & Ed Allen. Details on Wk 10 Mesostic and Acrostic
Write: nothing due today
In class: Discuss Cage & Finlay mesostic practices / Group 1 prepares

Thurs:
Read: Nothing new for today
Write: A work of your choice, using any form or combination of forms we have studied so far.  If your poem or text is uploadable: upload
the file, then post a link on Workshop 1. (Assignment #10)
In class: Workshop for all, in small groups. 

 

Wk 11: Apr 2 & 4: Zong! 
 

Read: Zong!   Info about book & author on Zong!
Write: nothing due today
In class: Discuss Zong!, including its relation to erasure, + the concept of constrained writing/ Group 2 prepares

 
Read: Nothing new for today
Write: A mesostic or acrostic poem or text (Assignment #11)
In class: Workshop mesostics & acrostics, Group 1

 

Wk 12: Apr 9 & 11: Outdoor & site-specific poems/texts
 
Tues:

Read: Scottish (& a few English) outdoor poems, site-specific texts & installations. Details on Wk 12 Site-Specific Texts
Write: Nothing due today
In class: Discuss concepts & individual works from our reading / Group 3 prepares
 

Thurs: 
Read: Nothing new for today
Write: A work of your choice, using any form or combination of forms we have studied so far. If your poem or text is uploadable: upload
the file, then post a link on Workshop 1  (Assignment #12)
In class: Workshop for all, in small groups. 

 

Wk 13: Apr 16 & 18: Constrained & Procedural Writing
 
Tues:

Read: Peter Streckfus' "The Organum;" excerpts from Gordon's The Source & Christian Bok' Eunoia.  Details on 497 Wk 13 Constraint and
Procedure
Write: Nothing due today
In class: Discuss Streckfus, Bok, & Gordon + concepts of constraint & procedure (and & how they differ from or overlap with the idea of
"chance" or random writing) / Group 1 prepares (or maybe we'll take volunteers)



Thurs:
Read: Nothing new for today
Write: Sketch out a 2-page concept and plan for an outdoor or site-specific poem or text. Your plan can include performance in addition to
text. Attach photos, diagrams, drafts of text, etc. Photos of the site would be especially useful for planning & discussion. Make a wiki page
for your plans, which you can update between now and May. Place a link on Sited Texts (Assignment #12)

The actual work for this project must be completed by May 2, and we'll call that Assignment #16)
In class: In small groups, discuss your plans, analyzing and brainstorming for conceptual depth, feasibility, materials & preparation,
documentation, audience. 

 

Wk14: Apr 23 & 25: All Workshop All the Time
 
Tues:

Read:  We are through with assigned readings. Go back and reread works that are most influencing your creative ideas.
Write: Bring to class one of your "final projects" in draft or finished form, using any of the forms or techniques we have
studied. (Assignment #14)
In class: Workshop for all, in small groups.

Thurs:
Write: A constrained or procedural text (poem or narrative) (Assignment #13)
Write: 1-page introduction to your piece
In class: Workshop Group 2

 

Wk15: Apr 30 & May 2: All workshop
When the time comes, we will decide whether we want to do large-group or small-group workshop, and how many pieces from each person we will
have time for. 
 
Tues: 

Write: Bring to class one of your "final projects" in draft or finished form, using any of the forms or techniques we have
studied. (Assignment #15). 
Write: Drafts of TWO labels for pieces you expect to exhibit in our final show. (Assignment #16). 
Optional: upload a draft of the artist statement for your portfolio if you want feedback from me before you complete it. Send me an
email message telling me it is there.
Also due today: your Permission to Use form 497 Permissions Release form.docx 
Note that the form allows you to deny permission to use your work, if that is what you prefer. If you do not turn in this form, I will never
quote from or use your work, in classes or elsewhere, and any work abandoned in my office past Dec 1, 2013, will be destroyed. 

 

Due date for uploadable portfolio & all projects: TBA
Book Beasts is usually taught in a once-a-week format and traditionally ends with a show & reading in the English Dept. Conference Room; or, in
some semesters, a joint show with book arts students in the Art & Design Building print studio. Because this class meets twice a week, mid-day,
and because our exam date is so late, that model won't work. We will discuss possibilities in class.  

Exam Date (May 14) Portfolio artist statement due 
Upload your statement to your folder by midnight on the 14th.
 
Your work will be available for pick up no later than DATE TBA. If it is not picked up by Dec 1, I cannot guarantee you will get it back.
 

Guidelines for Reflections
Whenever I ask for a reflection on your own work, please think in terms of form & process, influence & concept. Note that "I chose this form
because it's interesting" is not a concept. Something like "I got this idea when my dog was almost hit by a car" may be relevant, but from there you
would need to explain how that connected to a form or concept from the class to spark the project. Think of such questions as:

Which works in our reading sparked your idea? 
How did you get from idea to finished work (or finished draft)? (Include your thinking, not just "first I did this and then I did that.")
How does the form take part in making meaning?  
What did you learn by doing this? What was most challenging? Most fun?



What questions do you have, now, about this piece or about this form? 
How does this work relate to writing you've done in the past (or work done earlier in this course)? 
Did this piece spark ideas for other projects? If so, tell us in a sentence or two what you might do. 

 
 



497 Schedule Spring 2013
 

a. Grading
b. Policies

a. Attendance
b. Late Policy
c. If you have to turn in work to my department mailbox...
d. Disability 
e. Honor Code

c. Statements for final portfolio
d. Details for our show and reading, time and place TBA

Grading
30% Weekly creative assignments (#1-13 & 16: poems, small books, etc.). This grade is based equally on--

how well you engage with the form & apply what you've learned from our reading and in our workshop, &
quality of the work produced.

10 % Misc. prose assignments, including reflections on creating specific assignments + introduction to your conceptual or procedural
text. 
20% Preparation & discussion of our reading

We will divide into three discussion groups. Each group will prepare for discussion 3 times. (Group 1 may have to prepare 4 times.)
When reading has been assigned, we'll typically spend 50-60 minutes discussing it.
Each week one group will post key points and discussion questions to the wiki, and suggest specific poems or passages for class
discussion. (I will also choose specific works for discussion.)

Each member of the group will post his/her own notes, but the group must coordinate to avoid too much
duplication. Deadline: noon Sunday

You won't make formal presentations. Rather, once we're in class, members of the discussion group will bear the greatest
responsibility for carrying the discussion, which I will (in most cases) lead. Some weeks I may ask one of you to lead a portion of the
discussion; at other times I will call on you to talk about the points you've prepared.
This portion of your grade will be based on both your wiki posting and your in-class contributions to discussion.
If you're puzzled by the reading, start with two ideas you think are most important and two questions you want our discussion to
answer.
All are responsible for the assigned reading, for reading the posted discussion notes, and for taking part in class. 

20% Preparation & participation in workshop
active engagement in workshop is how you help each other
also a vital part of how you learn to articulate your responses and to better understand your own creative work 

10% Two "final projects" of your own design
May be in any form we've worked with, or any combination of forms. 
Keep me posted on your plans, especially as we approach the end of the semester. 

10% Final "artist statement"  
Choose two pieces to write about. At least one must be one of your "final project" pieces (assignment #14 and #15).
For each piece write 500-750 words, according to the guidelines at the bottom of this page.
Upload to your folder by the course exam date, May 14.  

 

Policies
 

Attendance
You are expected to attend the full session of every class.
You can't participate when you aren't there, so repeated absence, late arrivals, or early departures will reduce your grade for participation in
workshop and/or discussion of readings.
Let me know when you must miss class due to illness, emergency, or religious holiday. Please note that planned events, such as business
trips and family occasions, are not emergencies.

Late Policy
For your weekly assignments you get one free pass--which means that once during the semester you may turn something in up to one week



late. Later than one week, I won't accept it.
Additional late work will not be accepted. 
Due dates mean due at the start of class. If you show up late your work is late.
If you are unprepared when it is your turn to take the lead in discussion, you cannot make up the missed opportunity. 
Exceptions only for serious illness or emergency.
Back up your work regularly to a jump drive or an on-line storage site like Drop Box. Computer problems only become emergencies when
you create conditions for crisis. 
Transport hand-made objects in a zip-loc bag or other protection. If you hand me a fragile item with no container I can't be responsible for
its condition on return. 

 

If you have to turn in work to my department mailbox...
Place your work in a large envelope or pocket folder--NOT a file folder with loose pages. Write your name, my name, your email, and your
phone number on the outside.
If you are turning in something attractive (a handmade book, for example, or any book) be sure to disguise it in a large envelope or bag. We
occasionally have thefts from the mailboxes. 
Be sure to have your work stamped and initialed by a staff or faculty member before placing in my box. This documents WHEN you turned it
in, and protects you in case it goes astray and is later found.  
Follow these guidelines whenever you turn in work to a faculty mailbox.
Never put your work under a door: mine or anyone else's.

 

Disability 
If you are a student with a disability and you need academic accommodations, please see me and contact the Office of Disability
Resources at 703.993.2474. All academic accommodations must be arranged through that office.
 
If you need non-academic accommodations, for medical or other reasons, please talk to me. Examples: frequent breaks, special
seating.
 

Honor Code
 
To promote a stronger sense of mutual responsibility, respect, trust, and fairness among all members of the George Mason
University community and with the desire for greater academic and personal achievement, we, the student members of the
University Community have set forth this:
 
Student members of the George Mason University community pledge not to cheat, plagiarize, steal, or lie in matters related to
academic work.
 
All violations of the Honor Code will be reported to the Honor Committee.
 
If you have questions regarding fair use in your work for this class, please ask! This can be especially confusing in collage work
and erasure.

 
 

Statements for final portfolio
Your statements should go beyond “this is how I did it” to include some reflection on the ideas behind your methods of composition, and how your
work relates to texts and ideas from our reading. Be specific in identifying the readings you want to discuss--title, writer, date, and source. Make it
easy for me to find them quickly. Be sure to read these examples: 497 Sample portfolio statements.
 
Organize each statement along the lines of one of these outlines-- 
 

Imagine an uninitiated reader for your work. You aren't allowed to introduce your piece in words, but you can arrange two or three other
works (from our reading) for the visitor to see/read before encountering yours. Which ones would you choose? Why? Be specific in
identifying the works, and be specific about how they would help a visitor be ready to understand your piece. As one of your texts, you may
choose a passage from our secondary reading, if you wish.

Quote two ideas about form, composition, method, or the nature of art from our reading. Explain how these ideas inspired your piece or how
they are embodied or expressed in your piece.



 
Include in your statement a consideration of two or three of these questions-- 
 

What is discovered by the processes used to produce this piece?
Is there a voice, or are there voices, in this piece? Can it be read aloud?
How does visual or physical presentation affect how it is read? Are there multiple itineraries, and, if so, do different itineraries produce
different meanings?
Are there other ways a reader takes part in creating meaning?
What are your physical materials? How do they work to support or create meaning?
Is the visual aesthetic affect polished or rough? 
Does the piece allude to another text? What association do you want a reader to make?
For erasure and altered books, is the new text or book in the same genre as the original (e.g. biography, children's book, adventure novel)? 

 
Some tips--
 

Don't waste space telling me that you like a piece, or that you chose it because you like it or find it interesting. I can assume that. 
Don't repeat yourself. Use your alloted words for substance.
If you eliminate those space-fillers and write all you have to say and have only a couple of hundred words left to reach the minimum, that's
a clue that you aren't pushing your thinking far enough. Go back to my list of questions and answer a few of them. Write more than you'll
need, then take the most important parts and organize them into your essay.
Remember that these statements stand in the place of an analytical or critical paper at the end of the semester. Take this work seriously,
proofread (!!!), and be sure to properly cite your sources. 

 
Don't forget your permission-to-use form, which is due at our last class meeting and is required. Note that the form also allows
you to deny permission to use your work. If you do not turn in this form, I will never quote from or use your work and any work
abandoned in my office past May 1, 2011, will be destroyed. 497 Permissions Release form.docx
 

 
Details for our show and reading, time and place TBA
 
Invite your friends and family! We'll also have posters and will advertise on the English Department's listserv.
 
The venue is a smallish conference room with one long wall of windows, a wall of bookshelves, several tables, and a bunch of
chairs. We will put most of the chairs in the hall and rearrange the tables so people can walk through the exhibit. Each of you will
have a space in which to display four pieces from your semester's work.
 

Each piece must be accompanied by a label identifying the form(s) and materials, and introducing the concept so a
reader/viewer can gain access to the work. A good way to display the label is to print it on stiff paper or cardstock and fold
it asymmetrically so the text is readable from an angle above the table.
Think about the physical display of your work! 

Two-dimensional works on paper can be printed on cardstock or placed inside a plastic sleeve to protect them and
give them substance (so they can be handled) or allow them to be propped up on a bookstand.
We'll have some space around the walls/bookcases to display large flat works.

The room is equipped with a computer and projector.
For our reading, each of you should plan to present for 3-4 minutes. The choice is yours, but I urge you to--

present one or more of your displayed pieces, and
read something (displayed or not) that is text-based and perhaps less visually engaging.

For each piece you read or present, provide an introduction roughly equivalent to a label - in other words, short and
inviting, and providing just enough information that the audience can enter into what they hear. 

 
Food! We'll bring it. And I will bring signs reminding our guests to clean their hands before handling your work. Don't choose
foods that make your hands greasy. I will also bring napkins, paper towels, small plates, cups, etc. 
 

https://bookbeasts.pbworks.com/f/497+Permissions+Release+form.docx

